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"Who says food fanatic._s have to be old?" - Shaun Dreisbach, Teen Vogue
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T

he current food revolution has taken young adult
literature by storm. In recent years, social media
platforms geared towat;d sharing food talk, recipes,
pictures of food, and restaurant recommendations
,have proliferated, as have cooking shows and televised cooking
competitions, many with "junior" versions (Chopped Teen and
MasterChef Jr., for example). For teens whose appetites for food
culture have been whet by such pop-culture influences, the
enormous range of cookbooks and food-related books for young
adults and teens presents a veritable literary smorgasbord.
YA novels engage with the food theme through culinary settings
and plots, often involving a family restaurant and/or a high-stakes
cooking competition. Biographies, autobiographies, and memoirs
take food memories as their inspiration; graphic novels visualize
food experiences; and career guides offer paths to culinary futures.
Finally�and spectacularly-YA cookbooks offer fun, seasonal,
regional, green, and easy recipes well suited to teenage lifestyles
and palates.
Across genres, the universal language of food enables insight into
disability, bullying, fitting in, coming out, grief, and other themes
important to teens and young adults of today. For fictional and
non-fictional literary personae alike, cooking serves as a hobby, a
comfort, an avenue for self-expression, a creative outlet, a means of
socialization, a confidence-booster, and, for some, a life saver.
While these titles are sure to excite teen foodies, inspire future
professionals, and encourage amateur chefs, they will also <)ppeal
to a general readership, promising to engage a wide range of
literary tastes.

NOVELS
Curtis, Vanessa. The Baking Life of Amelie Day. Capstone, 2015.
l76p. $10.95. 978-1-623-70-506-0. Top of the
Top Shelf Fiction for Middle School Readers
2015. VOYA February 2016.
Thirteen-year-old Amelie "lives to bake:' When
she makes the quarterfinals of the Teen Baker
of the Year competition in New York City, she
is determined to attend. Amelie's not like "most
kids" -she has cystic fibrosis (CF)-but that
doesn't stop her from going to school, bonding with best friend
Jenna and boyfriend/Chief Taste Tester Harry, or working at
a local grocery store. It will block her path to a Teen Baker
triumph, though, if her mother ("CF Police") gets her way! Bold
choices lead to unexpected consequences and important life
lessons in this heartwarming book that enlightens readers as to
the effects of CF.
Ganeshram, Ramin. Stir It Up. ,Scholastic, 2011. 176p. $16.99.
978-0-545-16582-2. VOYA October 2011. 4Q 4P M

Indim Spice, , rnti shop in Queens New Yo,k, is , "bee luve"

of activity where eighth-grader Anjali Krishnan
tests out culinary creations. Real-life chef and
cookbook author Ramin Ganeshraro (see Future
Chefs, below) brings Anjali's world to life,
describing flavors and aromas that make one
hanker for Trinidadian fare: pastelles, stuffed
cabbage leaves, aloo pies, and more. The novel
includes recipes (like "Deema's Easy Curry
.
Chicken" and "Shrimp Burger Pitas"), encouraging readers to
connect with the story by cooking. For Anjali, food i� an obsession
and a respite from the trials of life-academic stress, income and
gender inequalities, social challenges, etc. An opportunity to
appear on the Food Network creates strife among the Krishnans
that is both unique and relatable. This novel will appeal to New
Yorkers, first-generation Americans, and many others.
Giff
Patricia Reilly. Gingersnap. Wendy Lamb/Random House,
,
2013. 160p. $15.99. 978-0-375-83891-0. VOYA
April 2013. 4Q 3P M
At the heart of Giff's compelling WWII-era
novel are orphan Jayna and her beloved older
brother, Rob. When Rob leaves to serve as a
coo� on a naval ship in the Pacific, Jayna moves
in with their landlord, stern but well-meaning
Celine. To cope with fears for Rob, Jayna makes
soup�Don't�Think-About-It Soup, Feel-Better Vegetable Soup,
Hope Soup-and dreams of running a restaurant with Rob in
Brooklyn, where she believes her grandmother lives. Inspired
by a recipe book and an old black-and-white photo, missing her
brother and desperate for kinship, Jayna heads to New York in
search of a bakery called Gingersnap (her mother's nicknall)e
for her). But will she find family there?
Knowles, Jo. ��e You at Harry's. Candlewick, 2012. 320p. $16.99.
978-0-7636-5407-8. VOYA April 2012. SQ 4P M
Harry's is more than just a backdrop for the
story of twelve-year-old Fern and her family,
whose lives revolve around the family restaurant.
With her parents and older siblings consumed
with business and other worries, Fern is often
burdened with responsibilities beyond her years.
Her mother is increasingly aloof, and Fern often
feels invisible-and neglected. At times emotionally challenging,
the novel presents a realistic picture of a family coping with
marital problems, bullying, and-ultimately-tragedy. Fern and
her brother Holden are relatable characters that come together
when it matters most. Readers will share Fern's realization that
parents are fallible; sometimes "all is not well," but "life goes on:'
Yeh, Kat. The Truth about Twinkie Pie. Little, Brown, 2015. 352p.
$17. 978-0-3-6-23662-l. VOYA February 2015. 4Q 4P M
After twenty-one-year-old DiDi wins $1,000,000 in a cooking
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a South Carolina trailer park to a town on Long
Island, so GiGi can attend "the best school in the
universe." They lost their mama when GiGi was a
baby, but motherly DiDi often makes recipes from
"Mama's Cookbook," including the titular Twinkie
Pie. GiGi is settling into "Hill Prep" school when
a family revelation turns her world upside down.
......... With culinary adages (e.g. "don't go thinking
about the milk and eggs when you're still sifting the flour") and
recipes for life (e.g. "Turn Over a New Leaf Turnovers:') this book
is about finding one's own "Recipe for Success:'

BIOGRAPHIES AND MEMOIRS
Knisley, Lucy. Relish: My Life in the Kitchen. First Second,
$17.99. 192p. 978-1-59643-623-7. VOYA April
2013. 4Q 4P JS
In this YALSA Alex-Award-winning graphic
memoir/travelogue, identity is inexorably
linked to food and travel. Knisley was born
in New York City to a foodie family with a
wide culinary/social network; when she and her
mother moved to the country after her parents
divorced, her mother grew vegetables to sell at the farmer's
market and worked as a chef and caterer. Knisley's recollections
are wide ranging, from eating Pixy Stix en route to Mexico to
later enjoying "unspeakably good " croissants in Venice. This
humorously candid and beautiful book-which includes many
illustrated recipes-is a tribute to Knisley's mother and to food:
cooking it, eating it, and sharing it.
Kurlansky, Mark. Frozen in Time: Clarence Birdseye's
Outr a g e ous Idea a bout Frozen F o o d.
Delacorte/Rand,om House, 2014. 176p. $15.99.
978-0-385-74388-4. VOYA December 2014. SQ
3P MJ
Frozen in Time is an adaptation of Kurlansky's
biography, Birdseye: The Adventures of a
Curious Man. Born in Brooklyn during the
industrial revolution, Clarence ("Bob") Birdseye
was-an adventurous Renaissance man who exhibited a proclivity
for entrepi;eneurship long before attaining fame as the frozen
food king. In vivid detail, this book explores the biographical
and historical circumstances that precipitated Birdseye's
"invention" of the flash freezer-an innovation that would
change the daily lives of Americans forever. This charming
portrait of a fascinating and colorful character is suitable for
recreational and academic reading.
Mangan, Lucy. Inside Charlie's Chocolate Factory: The
Complete Story of Willy Wonka, the Golden
Ticket, and Roald Dahl's Most Famous
Creation. Penguin, 2014. 224p. $19.99 Trade
pb. 978-0-698-16394-2.,
Inside Charlie's Chocolate Factory is
crammed with information about Roald Dahl,
his classic children's story Charlie and the
.. . . . Chocolate Factory, and its various ,,adaptations
for stage and screen. Mangan describes the book's numerous
editions, Dahl's writing process, historical contexts, and the
story's pop-culture impact. The book is filled with drawings,
high-gloss color photographs, facsimiles of the book's many
different covers, pages from Dahl's early drafts, movie posters,
etc. One chapter explores the confectionary creations the book
has inspired; another examines "what the critics and fans say:·
With a bi�liography, a discography, and a filmography, this

book is useful for school assignments or recreational reading. It
is suitable for high school students (and adults) for recreational
reading and classroom use.
S.amuelsson, .Miircus. Make It Messy: My Perfectly Imperfect
Life. Delacorte/Random House, 2015. 224p.
$16.99. 978-0-385-74400-3. VOYA April 2015.
. 4Q 3P JS
Make It Messy: My Perfectly Imperfect Life, an
adaptation of chef Marcus Samuelsson's memoir
Yes, Chef, recounts Samuelsson's humble
beginnings in the remote Ethiopian village of
Abrugandana and shares glimpses of life with his
adoptive family in Sweden, where he showed culinary promise
in his grandmother's kitchen. It relays his experiences at cooking
school and in various restaurant jobs, following him at last-via
Switzerland-to his own restaurant, Red Rooster, in Harlem.
Samuelsson's path was not easy-quite "messy;' in fact-but he
was passionate and driven, with an incredible work ethic. His
story imparts lessons about race, family, friendship, love, and
disappointment. Sometimes we must let go of one dream to find
another. (See Marcus Off Duty, below:)

IT'S ACADEMIC
Fryd�!)b_o_rg,_ Kay. Chocolate: Sweet Science and Dark Secrets of
the World's Favorite Treat. Houghton Mifflin
Harcourt, 2015. 272p.$18.99. 978-0-544-1766-2.
This ,comprehensive exploration of chocolate
flows chronologically from the origin of
the cocoa tree thousands of years ago to its
cultivation by the Olmec civilization arouncl
1900 B.C.; it chronicles chocolate's use among
the Maya and Aztecs, its role in the Spanish
conquests in South and Central America, and its eventual
spread to Europe, Africa, the Caribbean, and beyond.
Frydenborg contextualizes some big names in chocolate Nestle, Lindt, Cadbury, Hershey-and examines the technical
aspects of the chocolate-making process. She also explores the
darker side of chocolate production, discussing subjugated
populations, slavery, abuses, death, and forced child labor. The
book includes informative sidebars, colorful photographs, a
timeline, a bibliography, resources, and recipes. It is ideal for
high school students for recreational reading and classroom use.
}<alien Stuart _A,. Medieval Food and Customs. Reference Point,
2015. 80p.$28.95. 978-l-60152-718-9.
One of five volumes in the Library of Medieval
Times series, this book explores how trade,
wars, climate, social structures, famine, the
rise of market towns, and other factors affected
food production and distribution during the
me,dieval period (c. 476-1500 A.O.) It offers
first-person accounts and detailed descriptions
of medieval meals, from the huJ!lble victuals of a lo":'._ly serf
to the extravagant fare of an aristocrat. It also examines the
methods that were used to feed "the army of people" who
lived in castles, from dukes and duchesses to lady's maids
and musicians. Kallen includes colorful illustrations, sidebars
defining unfamiliar vocabulary, a tirneline, a bibliography, and
research resources. This is suitable for middle and junior high
school classroom apd library collections.
Webb, Lois Sinaiko, and Lindsay Grace Roten. Holidays of the
World Cookbook for Students. Greenwood, 2011. 442p. $105.
978-0-313-38393-9.
Holidays of the World Cookbook for Students teaches

